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1. - 6M (1x6)

Note   In this  word to word meaning Question bit THREE poems
will be given. Any ONE poem is to be answered.

 In  this  Question word to word meaning carry  FOUR
MARKS and summary will carry TWO MARKS.

 For your easy understanding meanings were given in
English .

1.  

2. 
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1.

1. 


 


 


 


  Trees
 like
 noble people
 themselves
 stay
 in sunlight
 and
 do (provide)
 shadow
 for others.
 and
 provide fruits
 for others

 Trees are like noble people. They stand in sunlight and
provide shadow for others. They provide fruits too for
others.



  
  

     (xÉuÉhÉïSÏbÉï xÉÎlkÉÈ)
       (xÉuÉhÉïSÏbÉï xÉÎlkÉÈ)
      (xÉuÉhÉïSÏbÉï xÉÎlkÉÈ)
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2. 


 


 


 


  for narrow minded people
 this
 dear
 or
 stranger
 thus
 consideration
 but
 for broadminded people
 earth itself
 family

 Narrow-minded people treat other people as dear and far.
But broad-minded people consider everyone (with all be
ings) as their family.



    (aÉ ÑhÉ xÉÎlkÉÈ)
    (uÉ ×Î® xÉÎlkÉÈ)
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3. 


 


 


 


  for capable
 who/what
 a big burden
 for industrious
 what
 distance
 for learned
 what
 foreign place
 for courteous people
 who
 stranger

 Capable people do not have any heavy burden. Industrious
people do not consider distance. Learned people do not
have difference of ownland or foreign land. For politely
speaking people there is no discrimination of dear and far.


     (ÌuÉxÉaÉ ï xÉÎlkÉÈ)
MüÈ + ÌuÉSåzÉÈ - MüÉ å ÌuÉSåzÉÈ (ÌuÉxÉaÉï xÉÎlkÉÈ)
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4. 


 


 


 


  who
 pleases
 world
 with observation
 with heart
 with talk
 and
 with action
 in four ways
 him
 world
 satisfies

 Who pleases this world with observation, heart, talk and
action, will be satisfied by this world.


  

         (ÌuÉxÉaÉï xÉÎlkÉÈ)
       (ÌuÉxÉaÉï xÉÎlkÉÈ)
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2. 

1. 


 



 


 


  only one
 wheel
 without any support
 way
 and
 charioteer
 Anuru ( a person without thighs)
 eventhen
 Sun
 always
 goes (travells)
 for great people
 What
 impossible

 There is only one wheel. Path has no support. Charioteer
do not have thighs. Eventhen Sun God always proceeds.
For great people there is nothing impossible.
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2. 


 



 


 


  For the person who wants to know
secrets

 always
 of activity
 everything
 easily possible
 of waterfall
 from non stop contact
 rocks
 form of sand
 get

 One must try always to know intricacies. A stone becomes
sand if it comes in contact of waterfall always.
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3. 


 



 


 


  which/what
 where
 becomes reason of good appearance
 that
 there itself
 place (keep)
 collyrium
 on foot
 or
 lipstick
 in eyes
 not
 should place

 Where ever what is suitable that is to be placed there only.
Collyrium cannot be applied on foot and lipstick on eyes.
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4. 


 



 


 


  cuckoo
 crow
 equal
 appearance
 but
 in spring
 mouth
 opened
 with sound
 known
 nobleman
 from a wicked man
 seperate
 to be known

 Though crow and cuckoo appear same, they are known in
spring with their voices. Wickedman is distinguished from a
nobleman when they start uttering.
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2.- 6M (1x6)
(LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS - POETRY)

Note   In this  poetry essay Question bit THREE questions will be
given. Any ONE essay is to be answered.

 In English language answers were given.

 In  essay Question introduction of  writer, lesson title and
book namecarry ONE MARK and summary will
carry FIVE MARKS.

1. 
1.
2.

2.
1.
2.
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1. 

1.
2.

MüÌuÉmÉËUcÉrÉÈ CSÇ urÉÉxÉÇ “ÌuÉ¢üqÉÉƒ¡ûxrÉ AÉæSÉrÉïqÉ”ç CÌiÉ mÉÉPûÉiÉç xuÉÏM×üiÉqÉç |
ArÉÇ mÉÉPûÈ ÌuÉ¢üqÉÉƒ¡ûSåuÉcÉËUiÉ MüÉurÉxrÉ iÉ×iÉÏrÉxÉaÉÉïiÉç xuÉÏM×üiÉÈ|
AxrÉ MüÌuÉÈ “ÌoÉsWûhÉÈ”|

According to the information given in eighteenth canto Bilhana
belongs to Kashmir. His parents are Nagadevi and Jyestha Kalasa. His grand-
father was a vedic scholar. Author learnt all subjects like grammar and
Figures of speech from his father. Later he roamed in the country, spent some
time in places like Mathura, Kasi, Prayaga, Gujarat, Dhara, Rameshwaram
and finally reached Karnataka. Then Vikramaditya - 6 of Chalukya dynasty
was ruling that State. There writer become a court poet. Hence his period can
be first half of twelfth century.

King Ahavamalla was ruler of Karnataka state in South India. He
belongs to Chalukya dynasty. He had three sons Somadeva, Vikramaditya
(Vikramanka) and Jayasimha. Vikramditya (Vikramanka) was second among
the children. He was good in studies of academic and in warfare. King
Ahavamalla observed Vikrmaditya’s (Vikramanka) interest in battles and ca-
pability to discharge royal affairs. He felt that if he becomes the king it will be
good for the state. He felt like this.

Let this great adventurous warrior be as a king. If he becomes
king no one will dare to look at this kingdom. It will be like a lioness in his
lap. Hence, I will crown him as crown prince without leaving my throne. It will
make kingdom like a river between two banks. King decided thus and called
Vikramditya (Vikramanka) and informed him.

Then Vikramaditya (Vikramanka) spoke to his father and king in
a polite way as if it is beautiful sounds of Goddess Saraswathi’s anklets, like
this - Oh! King my order is followed by all kings. I have everything available
easily graced by you. So kindly reconsider your decision to crown me.


Then king asked his son Oh! my child why you do not accept my
proposal? I struggled a lot to get you as my child.  It is known to me and Lord
Siva only. If you do not share royal responsibility with me as crown prince,
how can I protect this conquered kingdom? How my hard work will be suc-
cessful?

Listening to painful words of Ahavamalla, King of Karnataka,
Vikramaditya (Vikramanka) replied to his father.

Oh! King your love and affection to me making you blind in think-
ing reality. I do not have right to become crown prince when my elder brother
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Somadeva is present. My elder brother can hold royal wealth. There is no
use of accepting royal wealth by me as it leads to a blame on our dynasty. If
my brother is denied his chance, he will be sad and how can I hold royal
wealth? I will be a cause of remark for our Chalukya dynasty. 


Oh! Father you be king and my brother be crown prince. I follow
you both like a soldier of infantry and annexe the other ruling states to our
kingdom. So, oh! King of Karnataka drop your idea to make me as a crown
prince. It will be biased and unfair.

King Ahavamalla was surprised listening relevent words of son
Vikramaditya (Vikramanka). He asked his son to sit on his lap and he adorn
him with a pearl chain and he says that Lord Siva was graceful to me grant-
ing a son like you. Lord himself uttered that You are dear to royal wealth. He
made me a father granting two other sons.

Hence oh! Son promise me that royal wealth of Chalukya dynasty
will hold head high always.  Let kings be non-jeal-
ous. Let them praise me unbiased.

Vikramaditya (Vikramanka) replied to his father once again with
a smile that oh! Father your decision may cause remark to my fame. I am
younger brother of that son who always follows your order on his head. My
brother will get surprising results with my help.

Thus, Vikramaditya (Vikramanka) with his amazing words made
his father, King Ahavamalla surprised and exited and saw that his brother is
made crown prince.
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2.

1.
2.

Dr K Sudhakara Rao belongs to Adoni. His parents are Smt
Anasuya and Sri Timmaji Rao. He born in 1960. He is well versed in San-
skrit, Telugu, English and Kannada languages. He wrote 72 books in these
languages. He was expert in different types of poetry. He passed I I S (Indian
Information Service) examination. He is present Director of Door darshan
Kendra in Hyderabad.

Present lesson is taken from a book called . It
describes incarnation of Narasimha and his powerful nails. This resembles
Vedanta desika’s . Present lesson is extracted from sixth and
seventh cantos of .

Hiranya kasipu is king of demons. His son is Prahlada. From
childhood boy was staunch devotee of Lord Vishnu. This was unbearable to
Hiranya Kasipu. He sent his son to guru Kula for learning under the guid-
ance of Chanda and Amarka. There Prahlada influenced everyone to chant
name of Lord Vishnu. This was informed to King Hiranyakasipu, by teachers.
King become angry and punished son in many ways. But Prahlada did not
give up worshipping Lord Vishnu.

Angry Hiranyakasipu ordered Prahlada to give up chanting name
of Lord Vishnu and praise him always. There will be no fear. Always enjoy
comforts and pleasures. He took rest for a while say-
ing thus.

Prahlada replied to his father with a smile. Oh! Father I am
chanting name of Lord Vishnu. This Lord is the source of creation. His name
is pure, it is to be known by everyone, it removes all sins, it is destructor of
demons and honoured by human beings. Lord’s conception creates and
destroys this universe in a moment saying thus Prahlada kept quiet.

Hiranyakasipu’s anger was increased because his son praised
his enemy without obeying his order. He told his son that today I will send
you to hell. I can make your head into pieces with this mace. Let me see
whether your Lord will come for your rescue or not. Prahlada replied that
Lord is present everywhere.

Hiranyakasipu once again asked his son that is your Lord
present in this palace or in this pole? Prahlada replied
with pleasant mind that Lord Vishnu is present in movable and immovable
beings. He is found in human beings, animals, birds, in water, in fire, in wind
waves, in elephants and in horses.

Hiranyakasipu become very much angry listening to these words.
He shouted at his son that – Oh! You are a fool. Is your Coward Vishnu
present in this pole. Today I will kill that Lord with my mace.
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Prahlada once again replied with a smile that Lord Vishnu is
present everywhere and it is not possible to kill him.

Angry Hiranyakasipu hit a pole with his mace asking where your
Hari is. As soon as pole was hit with mace it broke and Lord Vishnu ap-
peared as Narasimha with anger. He appeared with sankha and chakra. He
also appeared with sharp nails. Lord placed demon on his lap and tore him.

Lord Vishnu in Narasimha incarnation shone like Sun in the
evening with bloodshed body. Indra and other Gods danced in joy knowing
that Hiranyakasipu was killed by Lord and they worshipped that Lord, the
provider of desired boons. 
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3.- 6M (1x6)
(LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS - PROSE)

Note   In this  poetry essay Question bit TWO questions will be
given. Any ONE essay is to be answered.

 In English language answers were given.

 In  essay Question introduction of  writer, lesson title and
book namecarry ONE MARK and summary will carry
FIVE MARKS.

1.
1.
2.

2.
1.
2.
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1.

1.
2.

MüÌuÉmÉUcÉrÉÈ CSÇ urÉÉxÉÇ “pÉÉiÉ×uÉÉixsrÉqÉç“ CÌiÉ mÉÉPûÉiÉç xuÉÏM×üiÉqÉç |
ArÉÇ mÉÉPûÈ “WûwÉïcÉËUiÉqÉç“ CÌiÉ aÉëljÉÉiÉç xuÉÏM×üiÉÈ |
AxrÉ aÉëljÉxrÉ MüÌuÉÈ “oÉÉhÉ qÉWûÉMüÌuÉÈ” |

Harshavardhana ruled North India with Sthaneshwar as
capital. He faced a lot of troubles in his life before taking kingdom responsibility
at the age of 16. Present lesson describes one of such incidents in
Harshavardhana’ s life.

Once minister Bhandi brought a news to King Harsha. King
asked minister is there any information about Rajyasre, his sister. He replied
that – Oh! Lord Rajyavardhana and your brother-in-law Grahavarma passed
away. Your sister was imprisoned. She escaped from prison and entered
Vindhya forest. There is no information from our soldiers, appointed to know
about Rajyasree in Vindhya forest. King conveyed his minister that he him-
self will go to forest to search his sister.

Next morning king went Vindhya forest with cavalry and searched
many days for his sister. Once a tribal man was brought to King Harsha and
was informed that he is Nirghata, nephew of tribal commander Bhukampa.
He knows each and everything in this forest. He may tell about your sister.
King asked him about his sister. He replied that nearby there is a Buddhist
monk Divakaramitra with his disciples. He may know about this.

King thought Divakaramitra might be Sugata childhood friend of
his brother-in-law Grahavarma and requested to take him there.

King went to Divakaramitra. He was looking pleasant and steady
in his appearance. King saluted Buddhist monk. Monk was showering ges-
ture of blessing with right hand.

King Harsha approached him and said politely – Oh! Sage I am
lucky to meet you. I have only younger sister left from my kith and kin. She
too roaming in this forest because she lost her husband and expecting harm
from her enemies. I came here to search her. Do you know anything about
it? Monk replied that he did not have any information about this.
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In the meanwhile, another monk came there running and in
formed Divakaramitra about a lady, lamenting a lot and prepared to enter
fire. Hearing this King asked him in grief that how far that place is and when
he saw that lady.

Monk told him that in the morning he was roaming on river bank
and heard crying of a lady from an area covered by creepers. I reached that
place and saw a lady accompanied by a few other ladies. She was oppressed
by sunlight and was suffering for loss of her husband. One of those ladies
touched my feet and said – Oh! Sir our mistress is suffering from death of
father, loss of husband and stay of her brother in exile. I assured them that
my preacher Lord Sugata is nearby. If I inform this, he will come and advise
her. That lady requested me to do it fast. Hence, I came running.

Now King Harsha cleared all his doubts and told monk
Divakramitra that she is his sister. He requested reporting monk to show
that place.

King Harsha was accompanied by Buddhist monk Divakaramitra
and his disciples and was following the other monk. Slowly they reached that
place and saw a lady crying pathetically. She was preparing to enter fire.
Harsha stopped her from entering fire. She was very much surprised for
unexpected arrival of her brother, embraced him and cried a lot.

Monk gave water, brought by disciples to her to wash face. Then
King Harsha told his sister to salute Buddhist monk, her husband’s friend
and their preacher.

Even monk’s eyes were also filled with tears knowing information
of friendship with her husband. He advised them to stay there that night and
go to their kingdom later. Harsha and his sister followed this and reached
their place.
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2.

1.
2.

This lesson  is taken from  written
by Padma Sastry. There are total 100 stories in two parts of this book. Present
lesson lies in first part of this book.  He belongs to Rajasthan. He retired as
Director of Education in Rajasthan government. He wrote number of books
like and . Present story is
about a Kashmiri lad Kesarasimha.

There lived a farmer’s son Kesarasimha in Kashmir valley with
his parents and grandmother. They were leading their life by taking care of
cattle and by selling fruits. Kesarasimha’s paternal grandmother was en-
gaged herself in planting trees and their care. She was covering trees with
grass in winter season. This was saving trees from snow. She was always
trying to save tree from grazing of cattle.

She was always scolding her grandson Kesarasimha for breaking
tree branches. She was saying that how can I take care of you in the same
way if you do like this to trees. Grandson questioned her that why do you
sell fruits. We are left with fruits eaten by birds.

Grandmother replied that by eating fruits we cannot satisfy our
hunger. I sell these fruits to get required material. When you become young
and capable of producing rice from our field, I will stop selling fruits. If you
want to eat a fruit then plant a tree. You will be meritorious and mother
earth will be pleasant. You will get fruits, flowers and sticks. People will be
relieved under the shadow of the tree.

Grandson was influenced by these words of grandmother. He
was helping her and planting new trees. After five years grandmother passed
away. Then grandson was sixteen years old. He remembers his grandmother
and cries for her.

Once he saw grandmother in his dream. She tried to console her
grandson Kesarasimha. She said that I did not die. As my body become old, I
had a new body. Now she was appearing like a young girl. He requested her
to come home. Trees planted by her always reminds her presence.

She told grandson that I cannot come with you now from the
place where I live. You plant new trees every day. As a result, you will not
forget me. This is order of the world and she disappeared.
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Kesarasimha’s sleep was disturbed. He woke up. He got up from
bed and was taking care of plants and trees more. Once again grandmother
appeared in dream to grandson with two fairies. She kept some fruits in front
of grandson in a plate. He ate a fruit. He never enjoyed such taste. Again, his
sleep was disturbed. He woke up.

Some years passed again. Kesarasimha worked hard and earned
lot of money. For many days grandmother did not appear in dream. But on
the same night she appeared to grandson in dream. She was dressed in
pure white clothes like snow. She was sitting on a white throne and looking
like a fairy. Kesarasimha saluted her. She told grandson that she is very
much pleased. She praised grandson for planting medicinal trees and mak-
ing pollution free environment.

Kesarasimha was surprised and told that he did not plant any
medicinal tree. Grandmother told him that he planted trees. They were pro-
viding fresh air. She clapped, then two fairies appeared, they shown him a
green city and white mountain as per instruction of grandmother.

Kesarasimha felt happy. Grandmother told him again. There is a
lot of importance for trees in this world. Trees provide fresh clay, water and
air. If we cut trees and do deforestation, then earth will be warmer and gla-
ciers will melt. Ocean will have excessive water and will drown living areas.
People will be in trouble. Only analytical study will reveal all this. Hence
study is important. Kesarasimha saluted grandmother once again. He in-
volved himself in planting trees again with lot of attention and care.
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 4.- 8M (2x4)
  NON DETAIL SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS

Note   In this  non detail Short Answer Questions (SAQ) bit FOUR
questions will be given. Any TWO questions are to be
answered.

 Answers must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari Script)
only.

1.

2.

1.
1. 
   

2. 
    

2.
1. 
    

2.  
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5.- 6M (2x3)
  ANNOTATIONS POETRY

Note   In this  Poetry Annotations Bit, FOUR annotations will be
 given. Any  TWO annotations are to be answered.

 Answers must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari Script)
only.

1.

2.
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1.
1.

 



 UÉeÉmÉÑ§ÉÈ ÌuÉ¢üqÉÉƒ¡ûÈ UÉeÉÉlÉqÉ ç AÉWûuÉqÉssÉÇ mÉëÌiÉ LuÉqÉç AuÉSiÉç |
 

2.
 




 UÉeÉmÉÑ§ÉÈ ÌuÉ¢üqÉÉƒ¡ûÈ UÉeÉÉlÉqÉ ç AÉWûuÉqÉssÉÇ mÉëÌiÉ LuÉqÉç AuÉSiÉç |
 

3.
 




 UÉeÉÉ AÉWûuÉqÉssÉÈ mÉÑ§ÉÇ ÌuÉ¢üqÉÉƒ¡Ç û mÉëÌiÉ LuÉqÉç AuÉSiÉç |
 

2.
1.

 


 
 

2.
 


 
 

3.
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6.- 6M (2x3)
ANNOTATIONS PROSE

Note   In this  Prose Annotations Bit, FOUR annotations will be
 given. Any  TWO annotations are to be answered.

 Answers must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari Script)
only.

1.

2.
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1.
1.

 



 ÍxÉWûÈ ÌmÉ…¡ûsÉMüÈ SqÉlÉMÇü mÉëÌiÉ xÉgeÉÏuÉMüqÉç EÌ¬zrÉ LuÉqÉç AuÉSiÉç |
 

2.
 




 SqÉlÉMüÈ ÌmÉ…¡ûsÉMÇü mÉëÌiÉ xÉgeÉÏuÉMüqÉç EÌ¬zrÉ LuÉqÉç AuÉSiÉç |
 

3.
 




 xÉgÉÏuÉMüÈ SqÉlÉMÇü mÉëÌiÉ ÌmÉ…¡ ûsÉMüqÉç EÌ¬zrÉ LuÉqÉç AuÉSiÉç |
 

2.
1.

 



 
 

2.
 




 
 

3.
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7. - 6M (2x3)
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (POETRY)

Note   In this  Poetry short answer questions (SAQ) Bit, FOUR
questions  will be given.

 Any  TWO questions are to be answered and those must
be  in a full sentence.

 Answers must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari Script)
only.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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1.
1. 
    

2. 
      

3. 
 

2.
1. 
 

2. 
    

3. 
  

3.
1. 
 

2. 
 

3. 
 

4.
1. 
   

2.   
     

3. 
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8. - 6M (2x3)
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (PROSE)

Note   In this  Prose short answer questions Bit, FOUR questions
will be given.

 Any  TWO questions are to be answered and those must
be in a full sentence.

 Answers must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari Script)
only.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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1.
1.  
      

2.  
   

3. 
  

2.
1. 
 

2. 
  

3. 
    

3.
1. 
       

2. 
   

3. 
 

4.
1. 
   

2. 
 

3. 
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 9. - 5M (5x1)
VERY SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (POETRY)

Note   In this  Poetry very short answer questions(VSAQ) Bit, five
questions will be given.

 Every question must be answered in a full sentence. There
is no CHOICE in this question.

 Answers must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari Script)
only.

1.
2.

3.

4.
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1.
1. 
 

2. 
     

3. 
 

2.
1. 
 

2. 
 

3. 
 

3.
1. 
 

2. 
 

3. 
 

4.
1.   
   

2. 
 

3. 
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10.- 5M (5x1)
VERY SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (PROSE)

Note   In this Prose very short answer questions (VSAQ) Bit, five
questions will be given.

 Every question must be answered in a full sentence. There
is no CHOICE in this question.

 Answers must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari Script)
only.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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1.
1. 
   

2. 
    

3. 
 

2.
1. 
  

2. 
  

3. 
   

3.
1. 
 

2. 
 

3. 
  

4.
1. 
  

2. 
  

3. 
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11. LETTER WRITING - 5M (1x5)

Note   In this  Letter writing Bit, THREE letters will be given. ONE
letter is to be written.

 Letter must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari Script)
only.

 Including date each and every word must be in Sanskrit.

1. 




!





/
/
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2. 








!
  





/
/





 

3.








!





/
/
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12. - 8M (4x2)
SANDHI SEPERATION

&
13. - 8M (4x2)

SANDHI JOINING

Note   In this  SANDHI Bit, TWELVE words will be given for
seperation. Any FOUR words are to be seperated.

TWELVE words will be given for joining . Any FOUR words
are to be joined.

 Answer words must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari
Script) only alongwith name of the SANDHI.

 In this bit word seperation contains ONE MARK and name
of the sandhi contains ONE MARK.

1. 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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3. 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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14.(DECLENSIONS)- 8M(2x4)

Note   In this  SHABDHAS (Declension)Bit, FOUR words will be
given. Any TWO words are to be written.

 These words must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari
Script) only along with Heading, name  of the vibhaktis
(cases) and vachana (numbers).

 In this bit Heading, name  of the vibhaktis (cases) and
vachana (numbers) carry ONE MARK and table of word
forms carry THREE MARKS.

1.  
      
   
   
   
    
    
   
   
    

2.    
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3.    
      
   
   
   
    
    
    
   
    

4.    
      
   
   
   
    
   
    
   
    

5.   
      
   
   
   
   
   
    
   
    

6.   
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7.    
      
   
  
   
    
    
    
   
    

8.   
      
   
   
   
   
    
    
   
    

9.   
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15.(COMPOUNDS)- 6M (3x2)

Note  In this  SAMAASA (Compound)Bit, EIGHT words will be
given. Any THREE words are to be answered.

 These must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari
Script) only along with vigraha vakya (Explanation) and
name  of the compound.

 In this bit vigraha vakya (Explanation)  contains ONE
MARK and and name  of the compound contains ONE
MARK.

1.
1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

2. 
1.  

2.  

3.  

3.
1.  

2.  

3.  

4..  

5..  
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4. 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  
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16. - 5M (5x1)
SENTENCE CORRECTION

Note   In this  correction of sentences bit, FIVE sentences will be
given.

 Every sentence MUST BE ANSWERED AS A FULL
SENTENCE. There is no CHOICE in this bit.

 Answers must be written in Sanskrit (Devanagari Script)
only.

 In the sentence underlined part is to be corrected
according to the verb given at the end of the sentence.

1. 


2. 


3. 


4. 


5. 


6. 


7. 


8. 


9. 
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10. 


11. 


12. 


13. 


14. 


15. 
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(MARKS DIVISION)

 

1.  6

2.  6

3  6

4.  8

5.  6

6.  6

7.  6

8.  6

9.  5

10.  5

11.  5

12. & 13.  16 (8+8)

14.  8

15.  6

16.  5


